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Part XXXVII
Yessiree, Bob! I thought I’d seen it all!
I’ve tackled a lot of hard cases as a crack detective: Been deep in the seedy underworld of love
triangles, blackmail, gambling, femme fatales, trench coats, mischief, and mayhem.
But steppin’ into this crazy, upside-down world of math? Holy Archimedes! I had no idea!
“I confess!”: At first, I didn’t have a clue! I was confused by the sacred cows of calculus,
mathematical theory, and all those complex equations.
But once I got past the smoke and mirrors, the bells and
whistles, it was easy enough to solve.
Just the facts ma’am? The skinny? It all comes down to a
simple case of mistaken multiplicative identity:
having the wrong end of the mathematical shtick!
So, play it again, Sam? The CliffsNotes version:
Algebra has a multiplicative identity element, geometry doesn’t!
 In algebra, multiplying by 1 (the identity element) leaves the object unchanged:

(1) x 1 = the number 1
(1) x 1 scrumptious apple pie = 1 scrumptious apple pie.
 In geometry, multiplying by 1 always results in a change in dimension, something else:

(1) x 1 = 1 plane (of sides 1 and 1).
Pass me the spork, Spock! Pretty cut and dried apple pie, Newton! You either have
multiplicative identity or you don’t! You’re either an innie or an outie–can’t have it both ways!
So the big science and math crime spree: the “math confusion”?
It’s all been about mistakenly trying to combine the laws of algebra and geometry!
At least now I have a way to tell good equations from the bad and the ugly in the crowd–
a simple rule that makes all the “bad guys” stand out like sore thumbs:
Any time multiplication changes dimension in an equation, multiplicative identity is lost,
period. And that equation is invalid for the laws of algebra.
Wow, Oscar! That’s wild! And here I thought I’d seen it all. This is sure one for the books:
“The Case of the Multiplicative Identity Crisis!”
(Or maybe, “The Case of Bad Math = Bad Science!”)
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But where to go from here…New Math U? I remember something I heard long ago:
Supposin’ I was to go to work and learn how to…read writin’. Well, how’d I know the feller
that…who wrote the writin’ was writin’ the writin’ right? See it could be that he wrote the
writin’ all wrong. Here I’d be just a readin’ wrong writin’, don’t ya see? You probably been
doing it your whole life, just a readin’ wrong writin’ and not even knowin’ it.
Dodgy math? Ya got that right, Festus! Time to stop polyfoxin’ around!
Now I can get to writin’ the writin’ right!
All I have to do is open any math or physics book, apply my brand-new, snazzy, super-duper
Dimensional Identity Gauge (what I’ll call the “big DIG”), and from there on its simple Boolean
logic: true or false, yes or no.
For instance, any time I see distance squared in an equation, that’d be:
 A big “Yes”, multiplication changes dimension.
 A big “No”, the equation doesn’t have multiplicative identity and thus cannot be a valid
algebraic equation.
So: Easy peasy lemon squeezy, That sure makes my job as a math iconoclast easy!
Here we go! I’ll get out my highlighter and start the markup!
But where to begin? Why be shy, guy?
I’ll start with one of the biggies–Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation:

A particle attracts every other particle in the universe with a force which is directly
proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between their centers.
Bam! There it is, right away: the square of the distance, r 2 !
That’s Euclid’s geometric multiplication to produce a plane (a change in dimension!)–which
eliminates the multiplicative identity element of algebra and thus this cannot be a valid
algebraic equation!
Wow! The Law of Universal Gravitation mathematically invalid?
I know I said it before but I’ll say it again: “How ’bout them apples!”
Yeah, I’m as shocked and surprised as you are, Newt!
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So, I guess that gives me another equation for my New “Math U”:

Distance squared = No Algebra.
But does it go further than that? What about the product of the masses in the equation:

As multiplying mass by mass produces a result of mass squared, m2,
once again, there it is: a dimensional change, a loss of multiplicative identity, and thus, the loss
of any validity as an algebraic equation!
Holy smokes! If mass squared isn’t valid algebra, and
multiplying mass by mass (“squaring” mass) certainly doesn’t produce a plane–
if it ain’t algebra and it ain’t geometry–what in the world is it?
Aha! I got it: Mass squared = Non-valid math!
Well pass me the butter, Gauss! Now that I’m on a “roll” here, what about G, the gravitational
constant? In Wikipedia, G is defined as:

Here,
represents meters cubed (not mass). But regardless, with a dimensional change and
no multiplicative identity,
makes G invalid to be used with the laws of algebra!
And if I look at the dimensions of G–length cubed, divided by mass and by time squared:

Ay, caramba! Now time squared is added to the mix! But no worries: With dimensional
change and no multiplicative identity, “time squared” can’t be valid for the laws of algebra,
either! Yep–same ol’ same ol’. All I see with the “Big G” is dimensional multiplication with no
multiplicative identity! You can run, but you can’t hide! The truth: G is invalid algebraically!
So any time that bad boy, G , is part of an equation, the equation becomes invalid, too!
Like the so-called “Einstein’s constant” in general relativity:

Wow! No multiplicative identity disproves Newton’s and Einstein’s math? That’s a biggie!
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